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Workshop layout and aims
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Big objective : organize a sustainable community around the big 
                themes in HEP computing for the next decade

Key milestone : deliver the “Community White Paper” (CWP) to the 
                NSF by this summer

Role of wkshp : build bottom-up groups of interested people 
                around each theme, identify conveners who can 
                push each theme forward, develop a “charge sheet” 
                which said group should answer for the CWP



Why HSF and why the CWP?
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“Computed hardware is a consumable. Software is 
what we keep, and invest in, over time.” — P. Elmer



Groups/objectives

4hepsoftwarefoundation.org/activities/cwp.html

http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/activities/cwp.html
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Some observations
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Some groups attracted a particularly large amount of interest

Machine Learning : very well organised by the IML and DS@HEP people, extremely 
                  broad range of people attended the discussion sessions. The 

                   charge sheet is packed and could probably consume dozens of 
                   FTEs on its own.
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Some groups attracted a particularly large amount of interest

Machine Learning : very well organised by the IML and DS@HEP people, extremely 
                  broad range of people attended the discussion sessions. The 

                   charge sheet is packed and could probably consume dozens of 
                   FTEs on its own.

Data analysis    : very lively discussions. A general rejection of “real-time 
                   analysis” as actually meaning analysis by the GPD people 
                   (to the point where they wanted to define analysis as 
                   meaning something done by individual users, not in 
                   productions). Quite a few people didn’t really believe that 
                   we were serious about not reprocessing and seemed to assume 
                   this was just a gimmick.
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Some groups attracted a particularly large amount of interest

Machine Learning : very well organised by the IML and DS@HEP people, extremely 
                  broad range of people attended the discussion sessions. The 

                   charge sheet is packed and could probably consume dozens of 
                   FTEs on its own.

Data analysis    : very lively discussions. A general rejection of “real-time 
                   analysis” as actually meaning analysis by the GPD people 
                   (to the point where they wanted to define analysis as 
                   meaning something done by individual users, not in 
                   productions). Quite a few people didn’t really believe that 
                   we were serious about not reprocessing and seemed to assume 
                   this was just a gimmick.

Trigger&Reco     : started out as individual WGs but merged owing to the 
                   overlapping interests of the people. Will include real-time 
                   analysis as the data analysis WG explicitly refused to have 
                   it in their charge sheet. Convened, whatever that means, by 
                   David Lange and myself.



See dedicated slides by Gloria and Paul 
on the simulation and ML working groups

Will now cover some of the interesting 
points from hardware, facilities, and 
reconstruction in particular

https://indico.cern.ch/event/561981/timetable/#61-simulation-issues-for-the-c
https://indico.cern.ch/event/561981/timetable/#62-machine-learning-issues-for


Key points on hardware
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Some of the most useful material came in the plenary talks and panel discussion 
on future hardware architectures. For example, Moore’s law is over because there 
the hardware market is saturated… ok that’s a slight simplification… 



Tick-tock-tick-…-tick-…-…-…?
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Who needs precision anyway?
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Architecture fragmentation, backed up in panel discussion : focus will be more 
and more on specialized instruction sets for particular problems.



Disque d’or
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Overall hardware summary
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Translation : we are a tiny market hence totally screwed by this.



Clouds everywhere
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Most of the slides from CERN about infrastructure were about clouds. A personal 
comment, also driven by the way AFS is being phased out : there seems to be a 
desire to cut costs by shifting the analysis model to laptops+cloud, which will 
hurt the poorest groups which don’t have local clusters the most. 

An interesting tension between the analysis WG which seems to want to treat 
analysis as “what individuals do” and the drive from facilities side towards 
production style work for anything but the most cursory data inspection. 
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A lot of chat about peak vs. on demand use, capital investment, and so on.

In my personal view, this ignores or sidesteps the tradeoffs between disk space 
and CPU usage which will become more relevant as we go on into the HL-LHC era.

Partly I mean that the less disk you have, the more you have to use CPU. But 
also what I mean is that e.g. we could easily burn all our CPU 10x over 
generating MC all the time for analysis, but we wouldn’t have the disk space to 
store it even if we did.

However as we move towards analysis trains and true real-time reproducible 
analyses, we will in principle be able to generate all the MC we want, run it 
through the analysis, and then discard it (or keep a heavily reduced analysis 
format for reproducibility). So should never be idling anywhere. 

This is also a bigger problem for LHCb because I can see more and more 
precision analyses asking for MC closure tests before approval, which in the 
case of things like Charm will mean infinite samples and CPU time even with 
“fast” options. This is a real difference with ATLAS/CMS and should be 
communicated better to outside world.



Reconstruction
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My favourite talk was on the FCC : insane stuff

Completely absurd without 4D tracking, likely 
silly even with this.



AIDA etc.
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Lots of chat about generic tracking frameworks. It is not obvious to me that 
this is really what will help us with our real data problems, although I can 
see the conceptual interest from ILC/CLIC/FCC etc. people.

On the other hand, implementing our baseline tracking in this, combined with 
DELPHES, could make it a lot easier to perform standalone proof-of-concept 
studies and collaborate with non-LHCb people, which would be great.



Software trigger & reco WG chapter
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QRO8RA488fwfSg5CSjmvm16-pZpGApSA0l666g_mS_0/edit
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Sustainability of software and jobs
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Can’t do this justice, see whole slides at the workshop page

http://indico.cern.ch/event/570249/contributions/2434087/attachments/1400440/2150694/Citation_and_Reproducibility_in_Software-no-animations.pdf


Sustainability of software and jobs
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Can’t do this justice, see whole slides at the workshop page

Personal comment : this is a very well meaning initiative but I 
think it completely misses the point.

Focus is on “metrics to judge contributions to software” but at the 
risk of being boring, we have all the metrics we need already. The 
issue is that funding agencies to a large extent knowingly favour 
work on analysis and hardware over work on software.

The software institute which will hopefully be something concrete 
coming out of the CWP process will do more to solve that problem 
than any amount of metrics can.

http://indico.cern.ch/event/570249/contributions/2434087/attachments/1400440/2150694/Citation_and_Reproducibility_in_Software-no-animations.pdf
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QRO8RA488fwfSg5CSjmvm16-pZpGApSA0l666g_mS_0/edit 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/613093/

Please contribute to CWP and attend

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QRO8RA488fwfSg5CSjmvm16-pZpGApSA0l666g_mS_0/edit
https://indico.cern.ch/event/613093/

